The invisible integration of technology in literally everything, which is the fundament of research on pervasive and ubiquitous computing, leads to huge quantities of smart objects which are distributed in physical space. They should operate autonomously, namely with as little human intervention as possible, and interact with humans in a more implicit way. Spatial properties and relations are important context information in this regard, as they allow them to automatically adapt to spatial changes in their environment in a semantically meaningful way. We propose novel concepts and a framework for exploiting qualitative abstractions of relationships between smart objects, which are specific to an application domain and facilitate the development of spatially-aware applications, and demonstrate their use with four industrial application scenarios.
Introduction
With advances in miniaturization in computing technologies, we believe that spatial abstractions become increasingly relevant for the interaction with and among machines, which is for several reasons. The first one is that sensors and actuators as well as processing and wireless communication capabilities can already be embedded into things of everyday use, as for example in industrial settings, in manufacturing or in homes, like tools, machinery or even clothing, and the density of such digitally enhanced objects is expected to increase rapidly within the next decades. These devices can have various different kinds of appearance (like shape, size, mobility, etc.) and digital technology embedding (e.g. mobile phones, smart appliances, smart rooms, etc.), and we refer to them as digital artefacts. An important issue in this regard is their ability to collect information from sensor data, to represent and reason about their perceptions of the environment, and to share these perceptions with and collaboratively adjust to other digital artefacts.
Second, as they are situated in physical space, especially the acquisition of spatial properties like their position or direction in space through sensors, and in particular spatial relationships between them like distance and orientation, provide valuable context information [1] . Its consideration allows digital artefacts to understand their spatial situation or context [2] , and automatically adapt to changing contexts at runtime in a semantically meaningful way. Such spatial awareness thus makes it possible that they operate more autonomously (i.e. with less human intervention) and interact with humans in a more implicit (i.e. at the periphery of human attention) rather than explicit (i.e. at the focus of attention) way. The third reason for the relevance of spatial abstractions lies in their ease of use at the application level, and they are considered as important means for implementing services which are distributed in physical space [3] . Generally speaking, abstracting context information is about separating from details which are not relevant for a certain application [2] . For example, abstractions of locations using highlevel information like rooms and buildings instead of geographical coordinates [4] , or relations between locations which are represented with semantically meaningful names such as left or far [5] , have been used by researchers with the aim to provide spatial information in a sensor-independent and more natural way that is closer to human concepts of space.
In this paper, we go beyond utilizing just location information, and additionally address the direction and spatial extension of artefacts with respect to a global reference system and with respect to each other. Our primary focus is on the investigation and development of concepts for recognizing and representing spatial relations between autonomous digital artefacts using non-numerical qualitative abstractions, as well as the inference of high-level context information out of it [6] . Compared with quantitative approaches, qualitative ones have clear advantages whenever the spatial cognition of humans is involved or systems with limited computing resources are concerned [7] , among others.
We propose a novel concept for defining spatiallyaware behaviour of autonomous artefacts, which comprises the maintenance of a spatial model of their environment as well as the provision of a spatial programming model. We have developed a corresponding service-oriented middleware which facilitates the exploitation of spatial abstractions, and demonstrate its functionality, technical feasibility and flexibility on behalf of four industrial application scenarios. The works closest to ours are the Relate System [5] and the Cooperative Artefacts [8] concept, which both utilize spatial relations for the interaction between mobile devices. However, our work is distinct with regard to (i) the consideration of explicitly defined spatial areas, (ii) the recognition of spatial relations therefrom and their flexible, domain-specific abstractions, and (iii) the proposed concept for reasoning about recognized relations over time using logical rules.
The paper is structured as follows. After a short introduction on spatial representation and reasoning given in Section 2, a concept we call Zones-of-Influence for representing spatial properties of digital artefacts, recognizing qualitative spatial relations and reasoning about them over time using logical rules is proposed in Section 3. It has been implemented in a fully functional service-oriented framework presented in Section 4 which allows autonomous artefacts to maintain and use a spatial model of their environment. Four application scenarios of the industrial domain demonstrating different aspects of the framework as well as the underlying concepts are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 finally subsumes the paper and gives an overview of open issues for possible future work.
Representation of Space
In order to deal with space computationally, it has to be represented in a standardized way such that it can be processed by a computer. We distinguish between quantitative and qualitative representations of space for the Zones-of-Influence approach, which are surveyed in the following subsections. The former are used for representing spatial properties of digital artefacts, the latter for representing and reasoning about spatial relationships between them.
Quantitative Representation
Spatial properties such as position and direction are usually acquired from corresponding sensors. Every sensor provides readings which are given for two-or three-dimensional space, and with respect to its specific reference system. For the property position, an indoor location sensor may provide three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates relative to a certain point in the building, and a GPS receiver provides spherical polar coordinates in a reference frame for the whole earth. The most common coordinate system, which is used by GPS, is the World Geodic System WGS84. In this system, points are typically represented as spherical polar coordinates in longitude, latitude and altitude. It is possible to convert these polar into Cartesian coordinates with the Cartesian earth centered (i.e. its origin is the center of the earth) and earth fixed (i.e. coordinates of a point on the earth's surface do not change) ECEF system.
There are also different reference systems for the property direction (in literature often referred to as orientation). A common direction system is the NorthEast-Down (NED) system defined by the x-axis pointing to the north, the y-axis pointing to the east and the z-axis heading towards the center of the earth. Different reference systems are used for the representation of directions, as for example Euler angles where a sequence of rotations around the axes is given by the three angles yaw, pitch and roll.
Qualitative Spatial Relations
Our scope is on binary spatial relations, which result from a comparison of spatial properties and are defined between a primary object p and a reference object r. They are denoted as R(p, r), which means that p is in relation R to r. The idea behind qualitative abstractions is to make only as many distinctions as necessary by representing continuous properties of the world by discrete symbols [6] and discarding details which are not relevant for a certain application.
Given the availability of such qualitative abstractions, the development of applications which use spatial context information becomes much easier and intuitive, as spatial relations can be used at a higher level of abstraction. For example, using orientation rela-tions such as left, right, front and back is closer to the programmer's spatial cognition than dealing with angles, frames of reference and application-specific issues such as the semantics and granularity of qualitative abstractions. Moreover, we consider the use of qualitative relations particularly suitable for embedded systems, as they facilitate dealing with unprecise sensor information and are computationally less expensive than processing quantitative data [7] .
Several things have to be considered for the qualitative abstraction of spatial relations. The first one is the dimensionality of the represented space, which is either two-or three-dimensional. Second, the qualitatively represented aspects have to be chosen, like for example orientation or a change in distance. Third, relations are defined between spatial primitives which abstract from the physical properties, like for example 2D-points or regions in the plane. Fourth, frames of reference are important, as they influence the semantics of spatial relationships. Different classifications can be found in literature, for example in an intrinsic, extrinsic and deictic reference frame [6] ; for orientation relations, this means that the orientation is given with respect to the reference object's inherent direction axis, the earth reference frame (e.g. the North Pole) or from an external viewpoint, respectively.
Some common qualitative abstractions can be seen in Figure 1 . For topological relations, five relations between regions are distinguished according to the RCC-5 Region Connection Calculus; a more detailed representation with eight relations is provided by the RCC-8 calculus [9] . For orientation relations, a cone-based representation which partitions the space in a 360
• range in four equally sized sectors is used, which describes where the primary object p is placed relative to the reference object r [10] . For distance relations, Euclidean distances are used under the assumption of an isotropic space (i.e. points at the same distance are connected with concentric circles), and each of the qualitative distances conforms to an interval of quantitative ones [11] . These relations are static in the sense that they describe a spatial configuration at a certain point in time; however, dynamic relations can also be defined, which describe how the static ones are changing at that point in time [12] .
The qualitative spatial relations depicted above are just an extract, many more can be found in literature [6, 13] . They are used for the purpose of qualitative spatial reasoning, namely the inference of new qualitative spatial relations from existing ones using spatial calculi. A calculus consists of a set of base relations between objects from a certain application domain and operations defined on these relations; an up-to-date overview of spatial calculi can be found in [13] . Of particular interest is the composition of relations, which takes the relations R(y, x) and S(z, y) holding between two object at a time, and returns the relation RS(z, x) holding between the objects x and z.
A composition operation may result in a so-called compound relation (i.e. a set of alternatively possible base relations), which are usually defined in composition tables. We have developed such a table for combined extrinsic orientation and distance relations in [14] , which is based on four orientation and three distance base relations as defined in Figure 1 . An extraction of the table using iconic notations can be seen in Figure 2 , where the respective resulting (compound) relations are indicated with one or more black dots at a time. The composition of compound relations can be computed as the union of the compositions of base relations. 
Spatiotemporal Relations
Spatial relations are acquired at certain points in time, and they exist for certain periods in time. Qualitative relations can be defined between such time intervals, representing imprecise relative temporal information such as "x occured after y"; they correspond to our intuitive notion of time and are considered helpful whenever the exact temporal relationships are not of relevance [15] . Figure 3 shows 13 qualitative relations which can be distinguished between time intervals [15] , whereas intervals are represented by rectangles consisting of a sequence of points in time at which certain spatial relations exist.
Figure 3. Temporal interval relations.
Such temporal relations between intervals of qualitative spatial relations can again be interpreted as intervals in which the respective high-level relations exist. For example, three relations near, medium-dist and far between two artefacts, where the former and the latter two are in a temporal meets relation, can be interpreted as a new high-level relation leaving between the same two artefacts whose interval equals the time period in which the three distance relations exist.
A Concept for Spatial Awareness

Spatially-Aware Digital Artefacts
As mentioned already, we refer as digital artefacts to technology-enriched physical objects. They typically consist of sensors (for acquiring context information), actuators (for influencing the environment), communication facilities (for communicating with other artefacts or IT-systems), a runtime system (for maintaining and processing sensed data or data received from other artefacts) and they provide external services to their surroundings.
In order to support autonomous interaction without human involvement, we propose to use self-descriptions that are exchanged among artefacts in communication range. A self-description contains context information that may become relevant for the interaction (e.g. physical properties like artefact size, weight or color, its spatial contexts like position and direction, or its capabilities in terms of provided services), particularly with regard to an open-world assumption which means that interacting artefacts do not know each other in advance. With spatial awareness we refer to the knowledge an artefact has about its own and other artefacts' spatial properties, as well as about spatial relations to or between other artefacts. To spatial properties and relations we refer to as spatial context.
In order to support the open-world assumption mentioned above, we decided to use XML for the encoding of self-descriptions, which enables applications to include arbitrary structured or non-structured information. Different context types are distinguished with a type attribute as shown in the following XMLfragment: < DADescription > < D A D e s c r i p t i o n E l e m e n t type = " ZoI " > <! --d e s c r i p t i o n of a Zone -of -I n f l u e n c e --> </ D A D e s c r i p t i o n E l e m e n t > < D A D e s c r i p t i o n E l e m e n t type = " Qu a l i t a t i v eR e l a t i o n " > <! --d e s c r i p t i o n of a q u a l i t a t i v e re l a ti on --> </ D A D e s c r i p t i o n E l e m e n t > < D A D e s c r i p t i o n E l e m e n t type = " ExternalService " > <! --d e s c r i p t i o n of a p r ov i d ed service --> </ D A D e s c r i p t i o n E l e m e n t > <! --further e l e me n t s of the self -d e s c r i p t i o n --> </ DADescription >
Zones-of-Influence
Our approach for representing spatial properties is the use of so-called Zones-of-Influence (ZoI), which are explicitly defined geographical areas associated with an artefact that are relevant for the application. In an industrial domain for example, such zones could be dangerous region of a machine in which goods are processed, its physical extension or just a point as an abstraction of a worker operating the machine. ZoIs can be static (no change over time), dynamic (one or more spatial properties depend on sensor values), fragmented (a single ZoI can be split in multiple shapes) and multiple ZoIs can be assigned to the same artefact. A ZoI thus comprises the following information:
• Name: Serves as an identification of the zone which has to be unique per artefact.
• Position: Defines the position of the so-called anchor point of the zone (e.g. using WGS84 ECEF coordinates), which can be used as a reference point for recognizing relations like distance and orientation to other zones.
• Direction: Defines the direction of the anchor point, which determines how the overall zone is oriented in space (e.g. using Euler angles).
• Shapes: Each ZoI consists of one or more shapes defining the spatial extension of the zone. A shape can be a predefined basic shape like a sphere or a cube, or an arbitrary freeform shape (e.g. exported by a 3D modelling software). The position and direction of a single shape are given relative to the anchor point's position and direction of the overall zone.
By
Rule-Based Relationship Inference
We are convinced that reasoning about spatial relations over time, namely to infer new (high-level) relations from one or more existing ones using logical rules as we have already presented in [12] , is a powerful concept for the development of spatially-aware applications. It allows to make knowledge explicit for such applications, which is implicitly contained in the relations known by the artefact. Rules allow for a declarative programming and can be constructed by a human expert in a more natural manner.
A rule consists of two parts: (i) a condition, which is a combination of relations, the ZoIs between they exist as well as the associated time intervals using firstorder-logic, and (ii) a consequence which generates a corresponding new relation and/or performs any other action in the case of a fulfilled condition. Rules are stored in a rule base, and matched against spatial relations existing in the relations repository. They fire upon changes in the repository, whereas each rule (i.e. its consequence part) is executed for all combinations of relations for which it is fulfilled.
We use rules for inferring new relations, performing maintenance operations (e.g. merging temporally overlapping identical relations or limiting the history of the repository) and querying the repository for existing relations by applications. For example, rules can be used for inferring a relation leaving by recognizing a sequence of distance relations between the same ZoIs as mentioned in Section 2.3, and combine the new relation with an orientation relation right in order to generate another inferred relation leaving;right for a certain interval in time. Examples of rules are given with application scenarios in Section 5.
Zones-of-Influence Framework
Architecture
We propose a service-oriented architecture for the runtime system of spatially-aware digital artefacts. The implementation of our Zones-of-Influence framework builds upon the Equinox OSGi framework 1 and uses the JBoss Drools 4.0 2 rule engine for reasoning about spatial relations. In order to acquire the position and direction context of artefacts, we used the highprecision Intersense IS-900 3 ultrasonic tracking for the scenarios presented in Section 5, but also experimented with the Ekahau Wi-Fi tags 4 and the Intersense Wireless Intertiacube 3 3 sensor which can easily be integrated in the framework. Moreover, also relative sensors such as the ultrasonic peer-to-peer sensor for measuring distance and orientation to other such sensors presented in [5] could be used. An overview of the architecture, which consists of six services described in the next subsection, is shown in Figure 4 
Services
The Digital Artefact Service serves as a basis for spatial awareness by discovering other artefacts and exchanging self-descriptions among them. It builds up an interface for interacting with artefacts that are within communication range, and has to provide means for notifying about available and no-longer available artefacts, retrieving self-descriptions and notifying about changed ones, and managing self-description elements of the local artefact at runtime (e.g. adding and removing ZoIs). Alternatively to discovering artefacts and exchanging self-descriptions, it is also possible to use simulation input (cf. Section 5.4).
The Zones-of-Influence Service provides an up-todate model of the spatial situations of artefacts by maintaining a ZoI-object for each zone included received self-descriptions. In the case of dynamic zones, namely those for which the spatial properties (e.g. the position, orientation and shape) are determined by sensor values, self-descriptions would have to be broadcast every time sensor readings change. As this may be inefficient, it is possible to specify only the source of the sensor readings in the self-description (see the XML The Visualisation Service can be used for visualizing ZoI objects currently maintained by the ZoI Service. It allows to plug in different scenes in order to parameterize which ZoIs and how they are visualized (e.g. by their position or shape type). This service is mainly intended to be used for the visualisation of application scenarios and for evaluation purposes; an exemplary 3D-Visualisation is shown in Figure 7 .
The Relations Service accesses the ZoI Service in order to retrieve the currently maintained zones, and provides a repository of spatial relations between them. For the recognition of relations, it utilizes pluggable relation recognizers which operate on ZoI objects and/or the results of other recognizers. With this mechanism, it is possible to use domain-specific relations by simply plugging in corresponding recognizers as required. Recognized relations are inserted in the repository in order to be used by applications or other recognizers, as well as for the inference of further relations with rules provided by the Rules Service. The insertion takes place at discrete points in time, the intervals of inserted relations are automatically extended as long as they exist. Relations however can also be acquired from received self-descriptions, as will be seen in Section 5.1.
The Rules Service is an interface to the rules repository containing maintenance-, inference-and queryrules by providing means for removing, modifying and adding them anytime at runtime. Finally, the Query Service is the actual main interface to the application layer. It accesses both the Rules Service and the Relations Service in order to deploy query rules and get the respective results. However, due to the OSGi-based architecture, applications can also access the services underneath.
Application Scenarios
In this section, we demonstrate the functionality and technical feasibility of the framework on behalf of four industrial application scenarios, showing different aspects of the proposed solution. For the sake of simplicity, we just consider relations in a 2D plane. For each scenario, we (i) identified the involved Zones-ofInfluence and relations between them which are of relevance for the scenario, (ii) implemented the respective recognizers for those relations, and (iii) wrote rules for triggering actions and possibly for inferring high-level relations which are reused by other rules. The application, namely which actions are performed once a certain high-level relation has been recognized, is beyond the scope of this paper and thus not discussed in detail.
Inspection Support
The first scenario is about the inspection of machines. In order to ensure that a worker actually checked all relevant parts of machines he was supposed to, which is obviously a safety critical task, he typically uses a checklist in which checkpoints are registered to be inspected. We demonstrate a solution for making such inspection works more implicit, namely without requiring a checklist or something the like, by exploiting the spatial relationships of the worker to the checkpoints he has to inspect using our middleware. Figure 5 shows the scenario, which consists of a worker who is represented by a moving point-shaped Zone-of-Influence w, and a machine with a certain checkpoint which is represented by a static freeform Zone-of-Influence p representing the region from which the checkpoint can be seen. Worker and machine are equipped with digital artefacts which autonomously exchange their self-descriptions upon coming within reach. Two types of relations are of interest, namely if the checkpoint's ZoI p (i.e. its anchor point) is in front of the worker's ZoI w, and if p also contains w. The former is a static orientation (with a 35
• angle for the relation front in our example) and the latter a static topological relation. If and only if both spatial conditions are fulfilled (as it is the case for w at time t3 in Figure 5 ), the worker has presumably looked at the checkpoint. The following XML fragment shows the representation of ZoI p in the machine's self-description. In order to be able to compare sensor values from different sensors using different reference systems, the used reference system is specified using the XML attribute refSystem. Direction and position are acquired from respective Sensor Data Providers (cf. Section 4.2), and the shape of the ZoI is represented using a polygon.
< D A D e s c r i p t i o n E l e m e n t type = " ZoI " > < Name > InspectionA rea </ Name > < Position refSystem = " WGS84ECEF2D " > <X > @Position . x </ X > <Y > @Position . y </ Y > </ Position > < Direction refSystem = " NEDEuler2D " > < Yaw > @Direction . yaw </ Yaw > </ Direction > < Shape type = " Freeform2D " > < Point x = " 0.0 " y = " 0.0 " / > < Point x = " -36.0 " y = " -52.0 " / > < Point x = " -9.0 " y = " -52.0 " / > < Point x = " -9.0 " y = " -84.0 " / > < Point x = " -22.0 " y = " -118.0 " / > < Point x = " 108.0 " y = " -118.0 " / > </ Shape > </ D A D e s c r i p t i o n E l e m e n t >
The rule is pretty simple. It checks for the concurrent existence of the two relations front and contains within the same time interval (which is checked with the function isCurrent()), and inserts a new relation $r in the repository whose interval is the intersection of those two relations. The existence of this interval can be queried from the application; in addition, a certain action such as a beep can be executed in the consequence part of the rule as a feedback for the worker.
rule " M a c h i n e I n s p e c t i o n " when Relation ( name == " Orientation " , value == " front " , $ p:pZoI ,$ r:rZoI ,$ i1:interval ) Relation ( name == " Topology " , value == " contains " , pZoI ==$ p , rZoI ==$ r ,$ i2:interval ) eval ($ i1 . isCurrent () && $ i2 . isCurrent ()) then /* trigger action at application level */ end
Danger Awareness
In the second application scenario we use our framework for providing workers with an awareness about dangerous situations, for example by using audible warning signals or vibration feedback. Exemplary situations include vehicles moving towards the worker from behind, loads floating above the worker's head and having body parts within the operational range of a machine. In the following, we address the first example, which is sketched in Figure 6 .
The scenario consists of a worker and a vehicle which are represented by dynamic point-shaped Zoneof-Influence w and v, respectively. Three types of relations are of interest, namely if the vehicle's ZoI v is in the static orientation relation back and in the dynamic distance relation moving toward the worker's ZoI w, and if v is in the static distance relation near or medium-dist of w. When the first two relations are fulfilled within the same interval, it has been recognized that v is in the relation toward;behind to w and a respective relation is inserted in the relations repository. The respective rule can be seen in the following.
rule " V e h i c l e A p p r o a c h i n g " when Relation ( name == " Orientation " , value == " back " , $ p:pZoI ,$ r:rZoI ,$ i1:interval ) Relation ( name == " DynDistance " , value == " toward " , pZoI ==$ p , rZoI ==$ r ,$ i2:interval ) eval ($ i1 . isCurrent () && $ i2 . isCurrent ()) then insert ( new Qu a l i t a t i v e Re l a t i o n ( " OrientDynDist " , " toward ; behind " ,$p ,$ r ,$ i1 . getIntersect ($ i2 ))); end Once this relation has been inferred, two different actions are executed in our example depending on the static distance between w and v: a warning action (e.g. just a vibration of the worker's digital artefact) in the case of medium-dist (see example below), and a danger action (e.g. a loud beep in addition to the vibration) in the case of near.
rule " V e h i c l e A p p r o a c h i n g W a r n i n g " when Relation ( name == " OrienDynDist " , value == " toward ; behind " ,$ p:pZoI ,$ r:rZoI ,$ i1:interval ) Relation ( name == " Distance " , value == " medium -dist " , pZoI ==$ p , rZoI ==$ r ,$ i2:interval ) eval ($ i1 . isCurrent () && $ i2 . isCurrent ()) then /* trigger action at application level */ end
The Visualisation Service output using a 3D scene (cf. Section 4) as can be seen in Figure 7 shows two persons imitating a worker and an approaching vehicle as well as position and direction trajectories of the two ZoIs w (red) and v (green) from the above example. 
Constrained Operation
The third scenario shown in Figure 8 is based on the assumption that a machine requires some maintenance works after a certain time of operation. In our example, maintenance means that a worker has to walk around the machine in order to check e.g. if operation fluids have to be re-filled, and emptying a container which collects waste materials which are produced by the machine during operation. To avoid problems, the machine may be configured to continue operation only if maintenance works have been accomplished. This scenario contains three point-shaped Zones-ofInfluence w (the worker), m (the machine) and c (a container). Position and direction of the dynamic ZoIs w and c are again acquired from the location tracking system, those of the static ZoI m are fixed as the machine cannot move. If the worker actually walked around the machine (either clockwise or counterclockwise) is checked with spatiotemporal relations consisting of a sequence of the static orientation relations left, front and right (in the clockwise case), where two successive relations are in a temporal meets relation at a time. We assume that the worker is in a back relation to the machine during operation. If the above condition for the spatiotemporal relation is fulfilled, a new relation moving-around-clockwise (see example below) or moving-around-counterclockwise is inserted in the repository, whose time interval is the starting point of the first and the ending point of the last relation's interval.
rule " M o v i n g A r o u nd M a c h i n e " when Relation ( name == " Orientation " , value == " left " , pZoI ==$ p , rZoI ==$ r ,$ i2:interval ) Relation ( name == " Orientation " , value == " front " , pZoI ==$ p , rZoI ==$ r ,$ i3:interval ) Relation ( name == " Orientation " , value == " right " , pZoI ==$ p , rZoI ==$ r ,$ i4:interval ) eval ($ i1 . meets ($ i2 ) && $ i2 . meets ($ i3 ) && $ i3 . meets ($ i4 ) && $ i4 . isCurrent ()) then insert ( new Q u a l i t a t i v e Re l a t i o n ( " OrientSeries " , " moving -around -clockwise " ,$p ,$ r , $ i1 . merge ($ i2 . merge ($ i3 . merge ($ i4 )))); end Another rule infers a relation denoting that the container moved rightward and after that leftward (i.e. a dynamic orientation relation) with respect to the ZoI m within a certain time interval, which is again determined by the starting-and ending-point of these two relations. Finally, a fourth rule checks if the worker moved around the machine in one of the two possible directions while (i.e. the temporal relation during) he was in the static distance near to it. A certain action causing the machine to continue its operation is executed as a consequence.
Object Localization
In the last scenario, which is shown in Figure  9 , the localization of static objects relative to the worker's position and direction is addressed. We assume that the worker and localizable objects, which are all represented by point-shaped Zones-of-Influence, are equipped with digital artefacts that can communicate with others within a short range only. However, although the worker's artefact is able to communicate with ZoI o3 only (cf. the dotted lines in Figure 9 ), it should get the location of all other objects relative to its own position and direction in space. In order to achieve this goal, all digital artefacts have to coordinate by exchanging their spatial contexts via self-descriptions according to an algorithm we have presented in [14] and which basically works as follows. First, the worker's artefact starts to send ZoI w to the artefact associated with ZoI o3, which determines its relation to w, includes this knowledge in its own self-description and broadcasts it to other artefacts around (i.e. to w, o2 and o4). Each receiving artefact in turn recognizes relations to those from which it received self-descriptions (for example, the worker's artefact recognizes that o3 is front and near, which is denoted by the relation front;near), includes them in its own self-description and broadcasts it if and only if its awareness about spatial relations changed or the self-description has not been broadcast yet. The following XML fragment shows the encoding of a relation in the self-description of the worker's artefact.
< D A D e s c r i p t i o n e E l e m e n t type = " Q u a l i t a t i v e R e l a t i o n " > < Name > OrientDist < Name > < Value > front ; near </ Value > < ReferenceZoI > w:PhyicalZoI </ ReferenceZoI > < PrimaryZoI > o3:Physi calZoI </ PrimaryZoI > </ D A D e s c r i p t i o n E l e m e n t > In addition to recognizing relations by comparing ZoIs, further relations are inferred using composition operations as presented in Section 2.2. Therefore, an artefact inserts received relations in its repository with the time of receiving it, and executes composition rules on it. One rule is required for each entry of the composition table; for example, the rule for composing the relations front;near and front;mdist can be seen in the following, which inserts two new relations in the repository. A further rule is required, which intersects possibly existing relations between zones with newly inferred ones.
rule " F r o n t N e a r C o m p o s i t i o n F r o n t M e d i u m D i s t a n c e " when Relation ( name == " OrientDist " , value == " front ; near " , $ y:pZoI ,$ x:rZoI ,$ i1:interval ) Relation ( name == " OrientDist " , value == " front ; mdist " , $ z:pZoI , rZoI ==$ y ,$ i2:interval ) eval ($ i1 . isCurrent () && $ i2 . isCurrent ()) then insert ( new Q u a l i t a t i v e R e l a t i o n ( " OrientDist " , " front ; mdist " ,$z ,$ x ,$ i1 . getIntersect ($ i2 ))); insert ( new Q u a l i t a t i v e R e l a t i o n ( " OrientDist " , " front ; far " ,$z ,$ x ,$ i1 . getIntersect ($ i2 ))); end
We simulated this relative localization approach described above for the topology shown in Figure 9 using J-Simas described above, and demonstrate its functionality, technical feasibility and flexibility with four industrial application scenarios.
There are several open issues we plan to address next. The first one is the implementation of relation recognizers for three-dimensional space, which however is quite complex, especially with regard to topological relations and freeform shapes. Second, although the overall system seems to perform pretty good, we have to conduct evaluations regarding its performance, scalability and compatibility, as we intend to use the framework on embedded systems with high resource constraints.
